
ONE Thought December 2021

James Webb!
What else ?
Hubble is known to almost everyone for its beau�ful
almost poe�c pictures of galaxies. James Webb space
telescope is currently the hot news.

But what has happened else in the past and what is to
come ?

On 25. December the Infrared - James Webb Space telescope has been launched to look closer back into the origin of the
universe than ever before. The quest of us humans to answer the most basic ques�ons is restless and ever progressing.

Of course the Hubble telescope comes into mind when thinking about space telescopes, due to its phenomenal pictures
from other galaxies and due to it long life span in space. Actually it has the longest lifespan of all space telescopes!

But there are many other telescopes in space. Humans launched at least 99 Spacetelescopes into the sky of which 29 are
s�ll ac�ve. Further 13 are planned to be launched in the next years.

The average life-span of such a
satellite is 5 Years. Some�mes the
mission fails, some�mes the planned
lifespan is short and some�mes like
Hubble they work for more than 30
years !

The two big consistent players of the
past, the present and the future are
the USA/NASA and Europe/ESA.
Another important consistent actor is
Japan. Russia has had a glorious past,
but became almost invisible in
recent decades in synchronisa�on
with its rela�ve economic decline in

comparison to the other players. The Role of Russia has more or less be taken over by China and India. Such research is an
indicator of economic power. The publicly announced future launches focus mainly on visible light but also on x-rays,
infrared and gravita�onal waves. I am curious about the future disoveries and insights from all these space telescopes !
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